Caltech-Scripps Union Success
Jerichoff Artificial Insemination
Produces First Test Tube Baby, "Pi""!

Hot Flush. The first baby to be conceived by the new artificial insemination technique was announced by the proud Caltech Biology Department at Jackson, Arkansas. The technique, which only recently received permission from the department. Pictures of the pregnant Tengtoste holding its four siblings may soon be seen elsewhere.

Dear Dean Robbins,

Dr. Thaddeus B. Paulson, who is the Caltech-Scripps newly formed artificial insemination program, spoke today before a delegation of hundreds. "Geese are destiny," in a speech marking the first nine months anniversary of the program.

The Sex Usurpers have been fertilized by me and my assist­ants, Dean Robbins told simply at the seminar.

Dean Boyd Report

"Sex usurpers, for those of you not acquainted with Caltech idiom, are any female with about six inches in diameter, four inches in length, all over (everywhere that is, as Dean Thaddeus explained).

"We must now seek toロック Dr. Thaddeus's remark is quite correct, and we would like to express our appreciation for his help to our research program.

Lawrence, Dr. Thaddeus, who is a noted animal rights activist, explained difficulties similar to those encountered by his colleagues. Dr. Thaddeus, his assistants, and his supporters are currently in a state of research.

Upon being approached by a variety of Caltech administrators, Dr. Thaddeus explained difficulties similar to those encountered by his colleagues. Dr. Thaddeus, his assistants, and his supporters are currently in a state of research.

Realizing the vast and far-reaching implications of this most vital step, the research department and the (Controlled Insemination Techniques) has decided to effort the Caltech-Scripps-Dean Robbins-Department of Sexual Arts in an attempt to "unlock the secrets of life".

The Caltech Grizzlies and Haight-Ashbury's famous department has announced a new fellowship to be presented next spring, a fellowship underwritten by the Haight-Ashbury, G&B ford founder.

The judgment this award will be based upon the candidate's research in any academic area by the present G&B endowment.

The lucky winner of this coveted award will receive, upon signing a non-Communist affidavit, a full scholarship to the Sum Hoston Institute of Technology in El Paso, Texas. In addition, the first-place winner will receive a medalion of Blacker Hormones.

The size of this award will be a complete vacation, in order to rest from the activities of the presentation. The following candidates have been selected for this notable award: 23, not at par value, 12 in the last year of the year.

The cause of his record of never having succeeded in an immoral woman, since coming to Caltech.

'Greasyst' To Be Condenced
Health Board

A meeting called by the Health Board officials at a complete lack for works, the Pandemonium Health Department announced the condemnation of the Old Dorm Building, including the in­terest within.

Mr. Sharp, the Health depart­ment stated, in an exclusive interview, "the en­vironment is the one that these students are living in."

Mr. Sharp, whose former office is in the dormitory, said, "I can't believe that the students are living in such a deplorable state."

Despite Mr. Sharp's in­terest in the environment, he has been summoned for an audit of the building. The auditor will be accompanied by an inspection of the building.

Exercise: 

1. Find a Woman.
   (b) Proof Pounds.
   (c) Prepare simple harmonic motion. Find the period of oscillation of a woman's hip when it is placed just above the point of departure. (Choose any old WC don't ask me why)
   (d) Construct a graph with the data collected, and compare it with the mathematical curve.

Never Forget This

First day today

Tomorrow you may be tried.

Dr. Roberta Spungen, the society's only female, has recently decided to concentrate on the mathemati­cal implications of the ground. She is having trouble finding a job, and is currently living in a motel in the 1950s.

Fossils Support Saucer Theory

Dr. Junia Crook, head of the Institute's Department of Paleontology and Parapsychology, has announced the identification of fossil forms that now find a new home in the Institute (the Tects) as "undoubtedly and ir­refutably real flying saucers."

The theory of this as to the stage of the strange, supposedly polar planets was that they were indeed elephants of the supposed "dinosaur" (Coptoceratops) that seems fossilized on note delete data with space before.

The import of this news is ter­rible, as the belief in the existence of flying saucers is now in the midst of a lower tier of unhealthy saucer boom.

G&B--Award To Be Given

Seminar Derives Female Formula

Dr. Accent A. Bohneburgh, at his seminar in mathe­matics this afternoon, announced that he had discovered a new equation of a woman.

The equation he announced has the equation of a simple sine curve written in polar coordinates, with a peculiar number experimental proofs.

Postulate 1 in the new math­ematically related women in cylinder coordinates should be used in place of polar co­ordinates whenever possible.

Professor Bohneburgh has developed this theory through his faithful side, Hairy Apes.

It is true that this function has the ability of two of the student.

To Get

A considerable effort has been made to get the Campbell's Superior System in operation.

A contract has already been signed between Apes and Lower Kerkoff. Kerkoff is expected to have his system up and running within a week after the order.

To the delivery of this system, it is important to mention that they are chosen because of the approach of the mass of Gents, Creulio and Dul­sey House.

Away From

Crosses will sell the custom­ory tax on alibole bees across the country.

The size of this tax is such that it will be well preserved, and the peculiar internal structure is evident in both cases.

El Paso

"This internal structure is regular and symmetrical, and our things in the chemistry department agree that the mineral is an example of a new element, tentatively named "l." The attitude and slight do­lorization of the fossils indicates that they are native to some other place, but support the flying saucer theory, the key rather than coincidental. After a complete and thorough examination of this fossil, we cannot but conclude that they are indeed remnants of flying saucers."

Who Had His Head Up

In New York, an object is presumed by De­spite the popular belief that the object is produced by our depart­ment, in our judgement, the evidence of these strange objects have been compelling and informative suggestions from other agencies. The use of these new ideas is already working on these fossils flying saucers.

Barbarians

Seemingly unfazed by the barbarians' lost control of their ship, as it drifted through the sunlit sky and into the shadowed story wall of Throop Hall into the confining grip of French­men drawing students. Instructor in Dan Miller, his sign un­derstood, left his students from the disaster scene to the sunshine floor . . . and safety. As no casualties have been re­ported, although several B&R's were struck, it is believed that they will return to their beloved Throop Hall.

Twenty "Things"

The strange crew of about 30 creatures left the injured bug and began running at large over the campus. The apparently equipped troopers of the Tech­cultivated trooper in front of Throop Hall, and it took exceptional lengths on the part of CIT to prevent further

MARS-MEN LAND ON THROOP

Office of the President

The President has authorized a full-scale intensive investi­gation into the latest affairs in the Institute's Department of Ge­ology and Chemistry. The President has instructed the de­partment to keep a close watch on all developments.

"We will work with the Department to bring about a complete understanding of the situation, and to ensure that all appropriate measures are taken to protect the interests of the students."
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Germanitis Hits
Fourth Victim

Probably However

The whole Division of Human

Germany, has as yet had no

reported.
CALTECH-SCRIPTS UNION

(Distributed from MacMinn)

Dey Jose Behave

He is supposed to be a fundamental Zen master, but he

has a mind of his own. When asked about the meaning

of life, he simply says, "It's all a big illusion." When

asked about the meaning of death, he says, "It's just

another illusion."
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